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Increase Your Repeat Visitors, Website Stickiness and Add a Viral Twist To Your Site with Webmaster

Sticky Scripts! Dear Friend, If you have ever wanted to quickly and easily add something to your site that

that makes visitors stay longer and keeps them coming back again and again - this is exactly what you

have been looking for! "It's like instant website stickiness in a box" Let's fact it... having an interactive

element to your site is hands down the best way to make your website stickier than a tube of superglue.

Interactive tools that require no maintenance on your part are better still because you set it up once and

can forget that it's there (but your visitors wont forget)! Imagine the repeat traffic from visitors who

bookmark your site and use your tools again and again. Not to mention that webmaster tools make great

"linkbait" for sites like Digg, forum sigs and other viral traffic builders! These tools won't just increase your

traffic, they can increase your income as well! Integrate these scripts in to your site, add some ads above

and below the scripts to promote your own list, products, adsense ads, or affiliate products to a loyal

repeat audience. And thats not all! Because this package includes MRR (Master Resell Rights), you can

upsell your visitors on the script package it's self so that they too can place it on their sites! Usefull front

end viral tools with a built in backend upsell... It doesnt get better than that! What Do I Get? When you

buy this incrediable package today, you will recieve... * 12 Webmaster Tool php scripts with Master Resell

Rights * 1 Ready to go Minisite (graphics & sales letter) * Master Resell Rights to sell this package over

and over again for 100 profit! Would you like to see the scripts in action? Check out the demo's here... *

3D Text Generator * Bookmark Generator * Messagebox Generator * Cool Menu Generator * Countdown

Redirect Generator * Meta Tag Generator * No Right Click Generator * Password Generator * Popunder

Generator * Popup Generator * Random Quote Generator * Scrollbar Generator
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